ABSTRACT

Purpose – The objective of this study was to examine the role of legal learning space in a Malaysian university and how this space impacts on law students’ preparation for the employment market. This study comes in response to the issue of inexperienced graduates, who lack appropriate employability skills for the world of work, commonly referred to as the ‘graduate skills gap’.

Methodology – This study used an online survey (accessed via a QR code) on 256 law students at a university in Malaysia. The sample size comprised 213 currently enrolled students and 43 alumni, with the former cohort representing 95% of the total law student population at the university and the latter representing 17% of the total alumni population.

Findings – The study found that students, regardless of their year of study, did not consider that legal learning space at the university replicated real life legal practice but thought that the space prepared them for employment. The students felt that some legal learning space was better than others in developing their employability skills. Despite this they enjoyed interacting in the space collectively and felt that it helped them improve their teamwork, communication and soft skills. It also revealed that the perceptions of legal learning space could be improved with better management of staff and student expectations.
Significance – This study was one of few studies, which investigated the role of learning space in developing law students’ employability skills set. The findings helped to consolidate existing research in the area of graduate skills gap, the development of graduate employability skills, and in advancing research on identifying students’ perception of learning space and the specific skills students felt they had developed while engaged in this space. This study will be of particular interest to both employers and universities as they seek to manage each other’s expectations and pursue a more practice-based learning curriculum.
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INTRODUCTION

Over the past few decades, law faculties have received criticisms that many law graduates are unable to perform competently at the workplace (Batt, 2015; Trail & Underwood, 1996). Although law faculties emphasise ‘holistic learners’ and ‘practice-ready’ graduates, they continue to face the fundamental question on how law faculties address the ‘graduate skills gap’ so that law students enter the employment market as competent lawyers. On the one hand, we have the argument that law schools overemphasise knowledge and mastery of the technical aspects of legal rules (Gurpur & Rautdesai, 2014). On the other hand, there is the argument that legal education should develop more than students’ interpretative skills and instead familiarise them with meaningful engagements in practice (Babcac & Babcan, 2015; Rubenson, 2005). Despite this debate, there is a lack of consistency in how educational establishments address the issue of providing appropriate legal learning and the necessary learning space to address the graduate skills gap. Many universities do not integrate skills and practice in a way which allows law students to understand and prepare themselves to meet employers and clients’ needs.

This study aims to examine the role of legal learning space in a Malaysian university and how this simulated work environment can enable law graduates to be suitably prepared for the employment market, which is arguably becoming increasingly disruptive and
unpredictable. The study consolidates and advances research in the area of how learning space or platform affects law students’ preparedness to join the profession (Batt, 2015; Daley & Sequeira, 2018; Harrop & Turpin, 2013; Rosenbaum, 2014; Stuckey, 2007; Sullivan, et al., 2007) by providing a simulated learning environment beyond theoretical knowledge whereby law students can emulate the role of practising lawyers as closely as possible (Batt, 2015; Rosenbaum, 2014; Stuckey, 2007; Sullivan et al., 2007).

LITERATURE REVIEW

Today’s graduates are likely to be impacted by the disruptive employment market. On the one hand, new jobs and opportunities will be created but on the other hand, there will be unemployment and downsizing of positions. To this end, the graduate employability skills set needs to reposition itself from being technically focused, to being more socially sensitive (Kahn, 2017; National Center for O*NET Development for USDOL, 2017). In response to changes in the employment market many universities have attempted to disrupt their academic programmes by incorporating creativity, problem-solving, interaction with technology, handling of data and emotional intelligence (Gosh, 2017; Jameson, et al., 2016; Knemeyer, 2015; Stigliani, 2017). Such changes were designed to further enhance employability-led curricula which included collaborative learning space, work-based learning (WBL), internships, business simulations and real-world experience (Chillas, 2014; Galloway, Marks, & Chillas, 2014; Kolb & Kolb, 2005, 2010; King & Newman, 2009; Renganathan, Karim, & Li, 2012; Turner, et al., 2018; Yusof, Awang-Hashim, & Kian, 2016; Vos & Brenan, 2010). All these initiatives implemented by universities were designed to improve the learning experience of students, their employability, and develop their hard and soft skills sets. The hard skills involved teamwork, project management, leadership, creative thinking and problem-solving with communication considered to be both a hard and soft skill (Department for Business Innovation & Skills, 2015; Draycott & Rae, 2011; Fiala, Gertler, & Carney, 2014; Jones & Iredale, 2010; Turner & Mulholland, 2017). In contrast, the soft skills encompassed confidence and self-reflection (Beard, Schwieger, & Surendran, 2007; Clarke, 2016; Jameson, et al., 2016; Rao, 2013, 2014, Sail & Alavi, 2010).
Learning Space at Universities

The focus of this study is on the role of learning space and its capacity to prepare law students for employment and to develop their employability skills. The most prominent law faculties in Malaysian tertiary education are equipped with various learning spaces to provide arguably the most appropriate learning experience for their students (Babacan & Babacan, 2015). Some examples of learning space available at typical Malaysian universities counting this university, which is the focus of this study includes moot courts, legal aid centres, and libraries. However, the learning space at the university in this study has expanded beyond those available at other institutions to include collaborative classrooms with lecture capture and augmented reality learning space. Despite this, having appropriate learning space does not necessarily make a law student more work ready (Batt, 2015). It simply creates an environment for learning and the practical application of knowledge, with some learning space better than others at cultivating this learning. There is also the aspect of the cumulative effect where the more the learning space is made available for practical applications, the more likely it will better prepare students for the world of work. However, this perception only works if it is both appropriate and complementary to the students’ learning experience.

Moot Court

Moot courts are generally considered an attractive learning space for law students, although there is a ‘challenging’ feel attached to the room. In many law faculties, moot courts play an important role in providing law students with a degree of exposure to practice, albeit in a simulated fashion. As early as the 1890s, moot courts were an important space for the learning of law, where students prepared briefs and argued cases (Joy, 2018). Mooting is essentially a law school activity conducted in a moot court which requires participating students to analyse and argue both sides of an appeal from a fictitious lawsuit before law lecturers and/or lawyers who serve as judges (Bucholtz, Frey, & Tatum., 2002; Teply, 2003). Many law faculties instruct students to participate in mooting as a requirement for graduation and some law faculties even offer moot court engagements as part of their module experience and assessment, tasking the student to collate case law, read statutes,
prepare submissions, improve legal writing and participate in a moot (Rajeswaran, 2006). There are also moot competitions held in moot courts organised by universities, law firms, governmental agencies, and organisations in the Asian region, at both national and international levels, which underline its importance to the student learning experience (Rajeswaran, 2006).

A university’s integration of mooting in the academic curriculum is argued to assist students in sharpening their advocacy skills and to have in-depth knowledge of the subject matter and the law. But it is not only their legal skills which can be developed, a moot court can also enhance students’ persuasive skills, develop their ability to communicate effectively, organise themselves better, enhance their ability to research and write and improve their level of confidence (Taylor, 2015). The argument that the activity of ‘mooting’ in a moot court can help develop students’ hard and soft skills is supported by Krupová, Pošíková, Friedel, & Potucký (2013) who argued that mooting develops logical thinking, analytical and rhetorical skills, and the ability to perform in public. Students are encouraged to think on their feet in this learning space and to respond quickly when questioned by a panel of judges. Similar to the real appellate court environment, students will be observed by an audience sitting in the viewing area giving them a realistic experience, which includes having to deal with their emotions (Krupová et al., 2013). In a moot room environment, the judges on the panel are free to interrupt the student while presenting, to ask questions about the facts of the case enabling the student to learn to anticipate difficult questions about his/her legal position and to respond intelligently in a persuasive manner, albeit in a simulated environment.

A moot court however must be utilised effectively and be appropriately integrated into the module and programme learning approach with staff and students well briefed on its use and usefulness if it is to facilitate student learning and to address the employment skills gap. In some universities, moot court is simply used as a classroom. In other instances, the experience of mooting may have a negative impact on students when the panel of judges provide destructive instead of constructive feedback on students’ oral arguments resulting in students receiving a negative experience and being intimidated to practise law in the future.
Legal Aid Centres

Legal aid centres provide an educational space for law students to bridge the gap between the theory taught in class and its practice (Lawton, 2017) and in recent years, there has been an increase in the establishment of legal aid centres in universities. Law faculties have added legal aid centres to provide legal services and legal assistance to disadvantaged communities who have limited access, predominantly because of financial restrictions (Rosenbaum, 2014). Having legal aid centres in a university enables students to gather experience with real clients and with real legal problems within the supportive university environment, under the supervision of practising lawyers and lecturers. The advice provided is usually oral advice and would be limited to areas of law within the scope of the legal aid centres such as consumer protection matters relating to landlord and tenancy, financial services, family law, employment and others.

The exposure to real life problems through the legal aid centres should enhance students’ awareness of issues relating to lawyer/client engagements (Trail & Underwood, 1996) and are becoming widely accepted by law faculties as a platform to train students to develop their skills in providing legal advice. The skills gained by law students include counselling, negotiation and research skills. These skills complement the hard and soft skills developed on moot court and enhance their preparedness for employment.

However, one common problem associated with legal aid centres is the failure of the law faculty to monitor or assess the students’ learning experience. Given the fact that legal aid centres do not form part of the curriculum, students’ learning experience varies from one another depending on the type of clients or cases and how the lawyers, supervisors or lecturers review the students’ performance at the centres (Trail & Underwood, 1996). There is also the argument that legal aid centres do not actually teach law students how to think critically about justice or rather it teaches them to empathise with a client and offer an emotional response (Breen, 2005). While it is meritable to develop students’ softer skills set, through exposing them to the fluid context of practising law, the experience would be most valuable when it is a structured experience, appropriately monitored and measured by legal peers (Trail & Underwood, 1996).
Library

This remaining learning space supports the work of the two main practice based space, the moot court and the legal aid centre, and contributes to the overall experience of the programme. Underpinning a graduate lawyer’s skills set is knowledge of the law, predominantly gained through studying legal cases and statutes from the library. Most universities in Malaysia have libraries, which are fit-for-purpose, and able to cater to students’ learning needs. The libraries provide a variety of learning space for law students to become engaged with literature (Wilders, 2017; Pennington, 2012) and to connect to the virtual world, collaborate virtually and physically, and have a sense of community (Cunningham & Tabur, 2012; Ellison, 2016; Lippincott, 2010; Seal, 2015). Law students are able to develop a good set of research skills through this independent and collaborative learning while conducting legal research in the library (Sullivan, 2010), which will prove beneficial to them at the workplace.

However, there are some limitations regarding the libraries in Malaysian universities and their ability to enhance the learning experience of students and prepare them for the workplace. As mentioned, the majority of university libraries are relatively well equipped but not all. The challenges for university libraries are to stay current which can prove to be both costly and time-consuming (Baker, 2017). A lack of appropriate library facilities could negatively impact on students’ preparedness to enter the workplace, based on their level of familiarity and the level of understanding their employers have with regard to the latest technology. The learning space offered by the library impacts on students’ learning experience and if access to the space is hindered, students may lose the opportunity to develop their group working skills in a structured way, skills which include resolving conflicts amongst team members, appreciation of diversity, leadership and showing empathy and support for team members. This study is not stating that without such learning space these skills would not be developed, rather, the lack of access to such space may cause students to work individually or in groups in an ad hoc manner, which could result in such skills not being fully developed.
Supportive Learning Space - Collaborative Classrooms and Lecture Capture Classrooms

While many classrooms for students studying law still feature the one-way communication flow with an academic who lectures and students taking notes, there have already been changes to the teaching and learning approach of universities and the skills requirements of employers. In other words, there is currently a potential mismatch between student experience, expectations of employers and the employment market. This is why collaborative learning space such as ‘The X-Space classrooms’ (Ng, Lim, & Nair, 2014) and lecture capture classrooms (Ruan, 2014) have been introduced at the university which is the focus of this study and is arguably more appropriate to the new generation of learners. The use of collaborative learning settings such as X-Space classrooms have the capability to develop law students’ creativity and confidence and to prepare the students to take charge of discussions and conduct meetings with team members and/or clients at the workplace (Matamoros, 2015). The recorded lecture capture classrooms, in contrast, offer students the opportunity to watch and replay lectures to assist in their understanding and capacity to reflect (Bender, & Hassall, 2014; Danielson, et al., 2011; Joseph, et al., 2018; Witton, 2017). Other pedagogical benefits on the use of lecture capture include increased student satisfaction, active control over learning, increased accessibility to non-native English language speakers and the ability to generate more detailed notes (Newton, et al., 2014).

Although the X-Space and lecture capture classrooms can aid students’ retention and understanding of legal concepts, the learning experience does have its limitations in terms of the role it plays in the programme learning experience. For example, some law students may prefer the more conventional teaching and learning style where they take notes in the classroom and therefore, the availability of lectures via the lecture capture system may deter students from attending classes (King, et al., 2017). An appropriate balance and complementary use of learning space is a theme to emerge from this study as poorly devised learning space and a lack of understanding of its role in the learning environment could dilute the impact of this learning environment and reduce rather than enhance the employability of graduates (Bos, et al., 2015).
Augmented Reality Learning Space

Given the fact that law practices operate in a disruptive market where work and the required skills set of graduates are changing, the introduction of technology to the teaching and learning experience becomes increasingly important to prepare graduates for employment (Clarke, 2009; Mangan, 2017; Schwab, 2016; Scott, 2015; Singh, Narasuman, & Thambusamy, 2012). There is an argument that Artificial Intelligence (AI) in particular could replace tasks currently performed by humans (Hensler, 2018; Nokelainen, Nevalainen, & Niemi, 2018; Oskamp & Lodder, 2006), and therefore graduates need to develop their understanding of technology and their softer skills to remain employable (Forum, 2016). Development of softer skills had been discussed earlier in moot rooms, legal aid centres and libraries but in terms of technology, many universities only incorporate basic level technology in libraries and classrooms. The use of augmented reality (AR) as a learning space allows students to combine virtual data with the real environment to learn law outside the classroom (Azuma, 1997; Carmigniani & Furht, 2011; Klopfer & Squire, 2008). The use of AR in learning law encourages law students to explore online resources to resolve issues in the real world which in turn develop their problem-solving, critical, cognitive and independent learning skills (Amirnuddin, 2018; Serin, 2017). Studies have also shown that the use of AR supported with multimedia materials can assist students’ learning process to make learning enduring (Fitzgerald, et al., 2008). Through their engagement in this technology, when students enter the workforce, they can bring their understanding of the technology into the workplace besides the opportunity to display their creativity and good sense of imagination which could benefit employers by way of providing new perspectives to legal problems. However, given the fact that law students are used to conventional assessment methods namely written assignments and final examinations, there could be resistance from some students to AR learning space. AR could be perceived as a novelty with students losing interest in the platform after one modular engagement. Lapses in connectivity and technology breakdowns could also lead students to question the value of AR. Therefore, it is important to be cautious in integrating technology into the learning experience. It has to add value and not simply repeat the learning provided elsewhere or be perceived as a needless add-on.
There has been some research on learning space (Elyna & Pitt, 2014; Yusof et al., 2016) and in the context of the law, both collectively (Batt, 2015) and through assessments of individual components such as mooting (Krupová et al., 2013) and legal aid centres (Lawton, 2017; Trail & Underwood, 1996). This study however is limited and there are gaps particularly in the areas of future technologies, for example AR and the role learning space play in developing graduates’ employability skills set. These gaps in the current literature will be partially addressed by this study including its examination on how learning space is perceived by law students and the role it plays in developing graduate employability skills and preparing them for the world of work.

**METHODOLOGY**

This study used a self-completed online questionnaire, which took approximately 3 minutes to complete, with a total of 256 respondents, which included 213 law students from the first, second and third year and 43 law alumni at a university in Selangor, Malaysia in May 2018. The design of the questionnaire was based on the literature, specifically previous studies on legal learning space (Babacan & Babacan, 2015; Rosenbaum, 2014; Stuckey, 2007; Sullivan et al., 2007) and graduate employability skills (Clarke, 2016; Jameson et al., 2016; Rao, 2013; Turner & Mulholland, 2017), and it used a QR code as a unique way to encourage students to participate and complete the questionnaire via their mobile devices. The use of a QR code proved successful with the sample of 213 respondents which represented 95% of the total available law student population at the university and underlined the representativeness of the cohort (Malhotra & Birks, 2006).

This study incorporated a mixture of five point Likert scale questions, with the response categories ranging from strongly agree to strongly disagree, and open-ended qualitative questions. The questions were derived from the literature with the Likert scale questions allowing for “an expression of intensity of feeling” (Churchill, 1991, p. 425) and focused on perceptions of specific learning spaces at the university and how effective they were in replicating the reality of legal practice and developing their hard and soft employability skills. With regard to the open-ended questions, the focus was on
eliciting a “rich and detailed description” (McGivern, 2003, p.34) from respondents in terms of “what they, uniquely, have to offer by way of information, experiences, feelings, images, attitudes, ideas and so on” (Kent, 1999, p. 75), i.e. perceptions of what they enjoyed most and least about the learning space.

The quantitative results were analysed using a series of Spearman’s Rho tests to understand the relationship between legal learning space and employability skills, multiple-regression to test for the significance of the variables: age, gender and stage of academic development and a Mann–Whitney U test to compare the responses between alumni and non-alumni students. The qualitative results were analysed using content analysis, to enable the categorisation of content around key themes so as to assist the researchers to understand the rationale behind the respondents’ perceptions on legal learning space.

To ensure that this study was both reliable and valid, a pilot study was conducted with five students. The pilot study confirmed the clarity and appropriateness of the questions, and the respondents’ interpretation of the reasoning behind the type of questions used, the order of the questions and the scale used (Zikmund, 2003). In order to measure the internal consistency of the online survey, a Cronbach’s alpha coefficient was used. The test revealed a figure of 0.961, which represented a good scale and valid test model (Malhotra & Birks, 2006).

**RESULTS**

In terms of the respondents’ demographics, 177 (69.1%) were female and 78 (30.5%) were male with one (0.4%) individual indicating that he/she preferred not to reveal his/her gender. The majority of the respondents were aged between 18 and 23, with 123 (48%) aged between 18 and 20, 108 (42.2%) aged between 21 and 23, 22 (8.6%) aged between 24 and 26 and 3 (1.2%) aged between 27 and above. All respondents were studying law, across year of study with the majority (64%) from the first year, 39% from the second year and 9% from the third year. The reason for the difference in numbers was the student intake, 136 students from the first year, 83 students from the second year and 19 students from the third year, with the numbers
representing 95% of the total available law student population at the university. The study also included 43 alumni, which represented 17% of the total alumni population, to see if the perceptions of graduated students were any different from those who were currently studying. Although comparing 213 current law students with 43 alumni was not expected to reveal significant differences, which indeed was the case following a series of Mann–Whitney U tests, there was a slight tendency for alumni respondents to agree with and be less neutral to statements relating to learning space. We could not conclude, however, that having been exposed to all types of learning space made alumni respondents more likely to agree and strongly agree to these particular statements. This comparison does however warrant further investigation and will form part of a future mixed method study on the role of learning space and the preparedness of students (from across academic disciplines) for employment.

**Preparation for the employment market**

To investigate respondents’ perceptions of their course and the role it plays in preparing them for the employment market, a series of questions were asked which revealed reasonably high levels of agreement to statements but with a degree of neutrality (Table 1). The variables: age, gender and stage of academic development were tested for significance using multiple regression however, none proved significant.

**Table 1**

*Statistics relating to student perception of their law course and preparation for employment*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Strongly agree/agree (%)</th>
<th>Neutral (%)</th>
<th>Strongly disagree/disagree (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I feel that my university law course has prepared me for the future employment market</td>
<td>66.8%</td>
<td>22.7%</td>
<td>10.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I feel that my university law course has developed the skills I need to secure employment</td>
<td>69.5%</td>
<td>23.4%</td>
<td>7.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The majority of the respondents felt that their law course prepared them for the employment market and developed the skills they required to secure employment. However, their level of agreement to statements was not particularly high, as 22.7% of the respondents chose to be neutral. The reasons for this moderately high level of agreement could be because they had not yet experienced being employed and therefore did not know if they were prepared. This argument would be less plausible if the respondents had undergone internships in law firms during their studies and therefore understood the requirements of the employment market. However, the majority of the respondents in this sample had not undertaken internships and therefore this could be one of the reasons for such responses. It was equally likely that some respondents felt that the law course could help them engage more with industry and be more representative of the legal environment which was reflected in some of their qualitative comments which will be discussed later in the context of legal learning space. A comparable trend could be observed, in terms of the employability skills developed during their law course which is of a similar level of neutrality (23.4%) and a slightly higher level of agreement. Similarly, with reference to the first statement, it could be argued that respondents did not know the skills they require to secure employment due to a lack of appropriate work experience and knowledge. It could also be argued that respondents were unsure if the programme developed their employability skills. When we examine the responses to learning space and its relationship with specific hard and soft employability skills, we will have a better understanding of the reasons behind these moderate levels of neutrality and their implications on the relationship between legal learning space and the graduates’ preparedness for employment.

Learning Space

From the research investigation on the respondents’ perceptions of learning space in preparing students for legal practice, it can be seen from Table 2, that there is a similar trend in terms of moderate levels of neutrality but lower levels of agreement to questions relating to the law course and its ability to prepare students for employment. None of the variables for age, gender and stage of academic development, which were tested for significance using multiple regression proved significant.
Table 2

Statistics relating to perceptions of legal learning space and the role they play in legal understanding

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Strongly agree/agree (%)</th>
<th>Neutral (%)</th>
<th>Strongly disagree/disagree (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I enjoy the legal learning space provided in my law course</td>
<td>51.9%</td>
<td>25.0%</td>
<td>23.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal learning space has given me an in-depth understanding of legal practice</td>
<td>43.4%</td>
<td>33.2%</td>
<td>23.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal learning space allows me to apply what I have learned in my law course</td>
<td>55.9%</td>
<td>28.5%</td>
<td>15.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I feel I have received appropriate support from using the learning space</td>
<td>64.0%</td>
<td>25.0%</td>
<td>10.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The majority of respondents were either indifferent or disagreed that they enjoyed the learning space which perhaps provided some insights into why many respondents did not feel that the learning space contributed to their employability. It has been argued in the literature that it is essential to make the pedagogy in teaching and learning engaging for its learners (Jones & Iredale, 2010). If respondents did not enjoy the experience, it was likely that they felt it was not worthwhile and therefore did not engage them to get the full benefit of the learning space. A minority of the respondents felt that the experience gave them an in-depth understanding of legal practice which is of particular concern given that the purpose of the learning space is to encourage enhanced learning and the development of a wider skills set. The majority of the respondents did however feel that the learning space allowed them to apply what they had learned during their course and therefore felt that they had received appropriate levels of support. The reason why respondents
were not particularly positive with regard to the learning space can perhaps be found in the qualitative component of this study, where respondents were asked to comment on learning space and what they enjoyed least about the learning space. The main themes which emerged were with regard to the lack of suitable learning space, the lack of suitable furniture and that the learning space did not fully replicate the real environment. The following were some of the responses:

“when it comes to tutorial classes I feel like it’s a normal classroom and not really effective.”

“not conducive and proper tables and chairs suited for a law student. Especially when intending to take notes and refer to laptop.”

“the spaces are not a realistic representation of the practice of law.”

One response which summarised these themes was:

“It’s not conducive for a law student. Does not encourage learning or embody what a law student should expect in future career paths. It is a mere classroom which any student uses. Shows no resemblance to what a law student should expect in future law firm.”

One respondent indicated that there was a lack of moot courts which was disappointing given that (as we will see in the next section) the majority of respondents thought the moot court replicated real legal practice and was in fact considered the most effective learning space in the law programme. The same respondent commented that:

“It’s only one room for mooting so it’s difficult to train moot.”

What these results indicated is that having learning space did not necessarily make them effective in the eyes of the learner and that it is important to have the staff use the space as it is intended and consistently use appropriate space which is up-to-date (Kolb & Kolb, 2005, 2010). The qualitative statements also provided some
explanation as to why the respondents did not particularly enjoy the learning space. However, this study also elicited some interesting insights with regard to how students perceived the learning space. The majority of the respondents made reference to the aesthetics of the room, the ability to take notes and how the space did not replicate real legal practice which was a theme raised in the study by Daley and Sequeira (2018), where they argued that in order to replicate corporate space, students should physically work in that corporate space. Managing student expectations is vital. If students expect a replication of the real legal work environment they will assess a university learning space using this benchmark. Therefore universities should consider attaining more realistic student expectations or move towards integrating students into the work environment as part of every module and not simply rely on an internship or a simulated space. In the next section, the study will investigate perceptions of specific learning space and the role it plays in students’ preparation for employment.

Learning Space and Students’ Ability to Replicate Real Legal Practice

Similar moderate levels of neutrality were observed in this study which investigated the role of specific learning space in preparing students for legal practice. However, there were lower levels of agreement when compared with questions relating to the role of learning space in the respondents’ enjoyment and understanding of their law course (Table 3). From the variables: age, gender and stage of academic development which were tested for significance using multiple regression, age proved significant, as most respondents who were older agreed to the statements. However, this did not mean that most of the alumni agreed to the statements. Alumni respondents were slightly more agreeable to statements concerning the effectiveness of learning space in replicating reality.

With the exception of moot court led activities, there were low levels of agreement to statements relating to the effectiveness of learning space to replicate real legal practice. These results are perhaps not surprising given the relatively low levels of agreement relating to
Table 3

Statistics relating to perceptions of learning space replicating real legal practice

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Strongly agree/agree (%)</th>
<th>Neutral (%)</th>
<th>Strongly disagree/disagree (%)</th>
<th>Significant variables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Legal learning space effectively replicates the reality of legal practice</td>
<td>35.6%</td>
<td>32.0%</td>
<td>32.4%</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal learning space does not effectively replicate the reality of legal practice</td>
<td>41.0%</td>
<td>30.1%</td>
<td>29.0%</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virtual learning space effectively replicates the reality of legal practice</td>
<td>33.6%</td>
<td>41.4%</td>
<td>25.0%</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Augmented reality learning space effectively replicates the reality of legal practice</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>39.5%</td>
<td>21.5%</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moot court led activities effectively replicate the reality of legal practice</td>
<td>72.2%</td>
<td>18.0%</td>
<td>9.8%</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal aid centre activities effectively replicate the reality of legal practice</td>
<td>44.9%</td>
<td>36.3%</td>
<td>18.7%</td>
<td>Age p&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
respondents’ enjoyment with the learning space and the qualitative statements regarding the look and feel of the learning space. An interesting result is that although 32.4% of the respondents disagreed that the learning space effectively replicated the reality of legal practice, only 41.0% of the respondents indicated that the learning space did not effectively replicate the reality of legal practice. This figure would have been higher if one third of the respondents disagreed that the learning space replicated real legal practice. Another surprising result was the low level of agreement for the statement concerning the legal aid centre. It has been argued in the literature that this platform bridges the gap between theory and practice (Lawton, 2017), giving the students real life experience with real clients (Trail & Underwood, 1996). Findings from this study requires further investigation in a future study in order to understand why respondents had such low levels of agreement on this learning space which replicates real legal practice. A final result which requires further explanation was the low level of agreement relating to virtual learning and AR. Given that students will be graduating into a digital world where knowledge and application of that knowledge will be performed at least partially on a virtual platform, this study had expected higher levels of agreement to these statements. However, the explanation for this can perhaps be found in the qualitative statements where many respondents raised the issue of Wi-Fi and Internet connectivity, which have clear implications for the successful implementation of virtual learning.

Learning Space and Developing Law Students’ Hard Skills

Having examined learning space and its capacity to replicate actual legal practice, this study went further to investigate whether learning space developed students’ employability skills. In investigating its role in developing students’ hard employability skills, a recurring theme surfaced in this study—relatively low levels of agreement, moderate levels of neutrality and some level of disagreement varying from low to moderate (Table 4). Based on the variables: age, gender and stage of academic development, which were tested for significance using multiple regression; only age proved significant, as respondents who were older agreed to the statements. As mentioned earlier, slightly more alumni respondents agreed and less disagreed to statements regarding the capability of learning space to improve students’ employability skills. However, it cannot
be stated that the older students were necessarily alumni as the older students were represented across all years of study.

Table 4

*Statistics relating to harder skills effected by legal learning space*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Strongly agree/agree (%)</th>
<th>Neutral (%)</th>
<th>Strongly disagree/disagree (%)</th>
<th>Significant variables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Legal learning space has improved my project management skills</td>
<td>54.7%</td>
<td>21.5%</td>
<td>23.8%</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal learning space has improved my communication skills</td>
<td>64.9%</td>
<td>20.3%</td>
<td>14.9%</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal learning space has improved my creative thinking skills</td>
<td>44.9%</td>
<td>27.7%</td>
<td>27.3%</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal learning space has improved my problem-solving skills</td>
<td>59.3%</td>
<td>26.2%</td>
<td>14.4%</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal learning space has improved my leadership skills</td>
<td>46.1%</td>
<td>32.8%</td>
<td>21.1%</td>
<td>Age $p&lt;.007$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal learning space has improved my teamwork skills</td>
<td>71.9%</td>
<td>16.4%</td>
<td>11.8%</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When the responses were considered collectively, with the exception of teamwork and communication skills, the levels of agreement to questions relating to the capacity of learning space to improve learners’ hard skills were relatively low. Taking each of these results in turn, one of the reasons for lower levels of agreement towards these types of learning space to improve respondents’ leadership
skills could be because they preferred a career working for someone else rather than for themselves (Edwards & Muir, 2012). It is arguable that working for a legal firm will require some degree of team leadership as it may also be that it requires less reliance on leadership skills. Equally, the reason for a lower level of agreement among respondents could be because they thought the space itself did not improve their leadership skills. Instead, it could be the nature of the assignment and collaboration with colleagues which could have more impact on this skill. Similarly, it could be argued that there were low levels of agreement to statements concerning the skills of creative thinking, problem-solving and project management because these skills were more related to the task or assignment rather than the learning space itself. However, it has been argued in the literature that collaborative classrooms can encourage an environment conducive to creativity and problem-solving. Therefore perhaps the respondents did not understand the role of the learning space in developing these skills or it is linked to the earlier qualitative statements regarding the respondents’ perception of the facilities themselves and their appropriateness to learning (Wilders, 2017; Ellison, 2016; Seal, 2015; Cunningham & Tabur, 2012; Pennington, 2012; Lippincott, 2010; Sullivan, 2010).

**Learning Space and Developing Law Students’ Soft Skills**

Based on the study which investigated the role of learning space and the part they played in developing students’ soft employability skills, it can be seen that levels of agreement were slightly higher here compared to the harder skills, with moderate levels of neutrality and some moderate levels of disagreement (Table 5). When the variables of age, gender and stage of academic development were tested, for significance using multiple regression none of them proved significant.

Developing graduates’ softer skills set is considered important in today’s disruptive employment market in order to compete against the advent of, for instance, AI. Therefore, it was encouraging to note that respondents perceived that the learning space had enhanced their skills of reflection, interpersonal interaction and confidence. It was to be expected that confidence had a higher level of agreement
Table 5

Statistics relating to softer skills effected by legal learning space

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Strongly agree/agree (%)</th>
<th>Neutral (%)</th>
<th>Strongly disagree/disagree (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Legal learning space has improved my confidence</td>
<td>56.6%</td>
<td>39.3%</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal learning space has improved my interpersonal skills</td>
<td>64.9%</td>
<td>25.0%</td>
<td>10.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal learning space has improved my ability to reflect</td>
<td>60.2%</td>
<td>22.7%</td>
<td>17.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

given the level of public speaking involved in the course, particularly moot court related activities. Nevertheless, these findings supported existing studies (Jones & Colwill, 2013; Draycott & Rae, 2011; Birdthistle, Hynes, & Fleming, 2007) on the importance of developing students’ personal capabilities and indicated a positive response regarding the role of learning space in preparing students for the legal workplace.

A series of correlations were conducted using a Spearman’s Rho test (Table 6) in order to test the strength and direction of association between two ranked variables, levels of student enjoyment and the various employability skills developed through the learning space. All of the correlations were statistically significant and positive with the strongest correlation between enjoyment and learning space capacity to encourage soft skills and reflection, with \( r=0.530, p<.01 \). The fact that all the antecedent relationships with levels of enjoyment were statistically significant and positive indicated that learning space has a role to play in the development of a variety of hard and soft employability skills amongst the respondents. However, as revealed earlier in the results section, the respondents did not necessarily think that the legal learning space replicated the real legal environment.
### Table 6

*Statistics relating to the relationship between legal learning spaces and improving employability skills*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Correlation</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Enjoyment of the learning space and capacity of the learning space to encourage the skills of reflection</td>
<td>0.530**</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enjoyment of the learning space and capacity of the learning space to encourage creative thinking skills</td>
<td>0.481**</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enjoyment of the learning space and capacity of the learning space to encourage critical thinking skills</td>
<td>0.460**</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enjoyment of the learning space and capacity of the learning space to improve confidence</td>
<td>0.441**</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enjoyment of the learning space and capacity of the learning space to improve problem-solving skills</td>
<td>0.439**</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enjoyment of the learning space and capacity of the learning space to improve project management skills</td>
<td>0.435**</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enjoyment of the learning space and capacity of the learning space to improve leadership skills</td>
<td>0.402**</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enjoyment of the learning space and capacity of the learning space to improve interpersonal skills</td>
<td>0.392**</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enjoyment of the learning space and capacity of the learning space to improve communication skills</td>
<td>0.341**</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enjoyment of the learning space and capacity of the learning space to improve teamwork skills</td>
<td>0.330**</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level

### CONCLUSION

This study examined the role of legal learning space in a Malaysian university and how these simulated environments impacted on law students’ preparedness for employment. It made the distinction
between legal learning space, consolidating existing literature in the area of the graduate skills gap and preparing graduate employability skills set (Batt, 2015; Harrop & Turpin, 2013; Rosenbaum, 2014; Stuckey, 2007; Sullivan, et al., 2007). This study also furthered research in terms of identifying students’ perception on specific learning space and the employability skills they felt they developed while being engaged in such space.

The study found that students did not think that legal learning space at the university replicated real legal practice but thought that the space prepared them for employment. The students considered the moot court in particular to be the most effective space at developing their employability skills and enjoyed interacting with the space collectively. They felt that the space improved their teamwork and communication skills as well as their softer employability skills. These perceptions could be that mooting requires students to argue on fictitious lawsuits before practitioners/lawyers who sit in as judges. Thus this space replicates an environment akin to a court room setting which requires students to be well-prepared for their ‘case’ and to think on their feet when addressing questions raised by the ‘court’. The moot court setting challenges the students’ ability to manage their prepared arguments as a team against those raised by their opponents on the other side of the case. In such an environment, students will be able to hone their advocacy, articulation and quick thinking skills and also improve their patience, poise and confidence when arguments are not in their favour. This will benefit and prepare students for the rigours that come their way during employment, especially as legal practitioners, which as a result will enhance their chances of employability.

This study also revealed that the perceptions of legal learning space could be improved with better management of staff and student expectations. Although the stage of academic development was not found to be significant it cannot be underestimated that limited engagements with available learning space had an impact on the findings. Limited engagements with moot court activities, legal aid centres and AR perhaps did not expose students to the benefits of the learning space as much as could be possible. It is acknowledged, however, that many students did indicate that regardless of the number of times they were exposed to such learning space they felt that the space did not replicate the real legal environment and
therefore, direct engagements with law offices as part of each module or at least some modules, could be the way forward to address this observed limitation in university practice-based curricula.

There were several limitations in this study. First, it was only confined to law students at a university. Even though this was not considered a major limitation given that the study was on law students in particular and that this study formed the initial part of a larger study involving a number of Malaysian institutions. This study was representative of the law student population of the university and as facilities were replicated at other Malaysian universities the findings were deemed to be generalisable. The second limitation was the sample size; although it was representative of the student cohort at the university, this study would have benefitted from including more alumni respondents, as only 43 (17%) responded. Another possible limitation was the lack of a qualitative dimension beyond including open-ended questions. As mentioned, such limitations were addressed in the larger study which, was to build on themes which emerged from this study so as to take the research forward regarding the role of learning space in preparing law graduates for the workplace.

With regard to further studies, the researchers intend to undertake a wider study across other Malaysian universities to investigate commonalities and themes to enable the findings to be more readily generalised. In terms of further research themes, it proposes to investigate and compare perspectives from various stakeholders: law staff from Malaysian universities, employers and students, with perspectives from those who are currently studying at universities and with those who have graduated and currently employed. Gaining the perspectives of all these stakeholders could provide a more holistic view of legal learning space and the role it plays in developing employability skills among graduates and preparing them for the future employment market.
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